HB 1006
Steele
Conference Committees Eligible for Action
Various changes to the criminal code.

CCR #1
Presiding: President

YEAS - 34          NAYS - 15          NOT VOTING - 1

PASSED

YEAS - 34
Arnold         Hershman         Miller, Pat         Taylor
Banks          Holdman         Miller, Pete         Tomes
Boots          Hume            Mishler            Walker
Bray           Kenley          Rogers             Wyss
Buck           Kruse           Skinner            Yoder
Charbonneau    Landske         Smith              Young, M
Eckerty        Leising         Steele             Young, R
Glick          Long            Stoops             Tallian
Grooms         Merritt

NAYS - 15
Alting         Crider          Mrvan              Waltz
Becker         Delph           Nugent             Waterman
Breaux         Head            Randolph          Zakas
Broden         Lanane          Schneider

NOT VOTING - 1
Paul